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Our Basic Goal
Empower students with future-proof 
critical thinking about reading and making 
visualizations

(not: training on popular toolkits)

U of Chicago T-shirts: “That’s all very well in 
practice, but how does it work in theory?”



Our Strategy
Structure presentation of vis methods and 
guidelines around a common underlying 
theory:

Algebraic Visualization Design 
G Kindlmann and C Scheidegger. An Algebraic Process for Visualization Design. 
IEEE TVCG (Proceedings VIS 2014), 20(12):2181–2190, November 2014.

So first, a quick primer on Category Theory, 
Functors, and Fiber Products A joke!  actually ...



Don’t need math to ask focused questions
Two questions to ask of any vis:
1) If world was different in some interesting 
way, how would the data be different (α)?
2) How then would the visualization look 
different (ω)? Does it make visual sense?
Connections: 1) world–data, 2) vis–user
Knowing Taxonomies ≠ Answering questions



(axis includes zero) (axis does not include zero)

Include zero or not on vertical axis?
History of men’s 100m dash world records http://gravyanecdote.com/

uncategorized/mythbusters-
should-you-start-your-axes-at-zero

Cotgreave: “... doesn’t really expose the change 
of the record over time ... or highlight impact 
Usain Bolt had on record”

What are the α?

“Once you learn the guidelines, you’ll be 
able to fine tune your charts by bending 
or breaking them according to your use 
case and objective.”  (not actionable)

Better because 
ω are easier to 

see!
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Virginia (US) 2014 Senate Election results, per precinct

What, exactly, does 
this colormap not 
show about the 
data?



So which one is better, 
for what purpose?

Virginia (US) 2014 Senate Election results, per precinct
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(no change)ω

α : move 
towards 

tie

Teach using αs to probe vis properties

v

This α explicitly 
captures source of
ambiguity: confuser



… now with a different visualization
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α : move 
towards 

tie
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ω
New colormap 
removes this confuser

(yes change)



Where was vote evenly split?
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α : flip 
parties
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Where was vote evenly split??
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!Yikes - so much purple, 
not informative: 

jumbler

α : flip 
parties



… now with a different visualization
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!
So here is where vote 

was evenly split. 
Diverging colormap 

fixes jumbler α.

α : flip 
parties



What is bad about this visualization?

29 Sept 2015 US 
Congressional 
hearing on Planned 
Parenthood

Visualization shown 
by Rep. Jason 
Chaffetz, (R Utah)

http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2015/oct/01/jason-chaffetz/chart-shown-planned-parenthood-hearing-misleading-/



It is the visual symmetry that’s misleading
(Strong) visual 

symmetry ω 
suggests 

meaningful 
data change α,

i.e.
Preserving 

strong negative 
correlation, but 

flipping 
temporal trend
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Actual data change not as interesting
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arrows
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Dual axes  
create a 

misleader: 
an apparent 

visual 
symmetry ω 

not grounded 
in interesting 
data change 

α
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Representation Invariance is old idea
[Stevens 1946]



Representation Invariance is old idea

possible hallucinators  e.g. taking median commutes with 
applying a monotonic function, 
but taking the mean does not



Like others: pedagogy via critique 
Algebraic vis design provides operational 
vocabulary for describing a visualization 
(confuser, jumbler/misleader, hallucinator)

Also: tensor glyphs and tensor field features

“Tools, not Rules” (George Gopen, The Sense of Structure)

In progress: library of αs that implements 
Brehmer & Munzner’s task typology “A Multi-Level 
Typology of Abstract Visualization Tasks” TVCG 9(12): 2376-2385 (2013)


